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Gallagher security solutions support your business 
requirements for a wide range of regulation standards

Workforce Safety 
and Management 
Solutions



Our solutions don’t stop at the fence line or the door.

As a leading provider of integrated access control and perimeter solutions, we go one step further to make 
intelligent features for compliance with health and safety standards, industry regulations and business policy. 

Our range of workforce safety and management solutions come in a range of optional licensed features that 
easily integrate into your Gallagher Command Centre platform. 

Be safe, healthy and compliant

Competency Module  

Achieve business compliance and reduce corporate risk 
with every access control decision. At the door determine 
a person’s suitability for access including their training 
and certification needs, and fitness for work. The type of 
competency reminders you can display include specialized 
certifications. This allows you to prevent access at a door 
if an employee does not have the required certifications to 
enter a potentially hazardous site zone. 

Regulated Zones 

Manage the risk associated with workplace fatigue and 
exposure; hazards that you can moderate with Gallagher. 
Be confident that your workforce is performing at 
optimum and reduce unnecessary downtime or accidents 
by identifying individuals who may be at risk of fatigue or 
over exposure.

Action on Access  

Know exactly where all cardholders are, at all times with 
designated readers that can enable or disable cardholder 
actions, including access to restricted areas, at the door. 
You can also enable access to an employee/contractor for 
a certain period, such as a contractor working on site for 
two weeks. A very useful way of managing contractors and 
temporary workers time and entry on site.

Alcolizer Integration  

Mitigate the serious risks associated with employees 
working under the influence of alcohol. The Alcolizer 
Integration provides a practical way to detect breath 
alcohol levels and prevent access to equipment or areas 
as necessary. It’s also possible to integrate the Alcolizer 
with Random Selection, by enforcing a random selection of 
employees for breath testing at an Alcolizer.



Random Selection 

Automatically select random personnel for effective 
workforce, risk and compliance. Using random personnel 
selection, you can ensure a fair and broad group of staff 
are checked when required; and deny access to site until 
employees have conducted and passed the required 
testing.

Cardholder Display 

Know ‘why’ cardholders are denied access on the spot 
with Cardholder Display. Arm your workforce with the 
information they need to proactively manage their access 
on site and allow them to take pre-emptive action.

Enhanced Dual Authorization 

Reduce corporate risk by choosing the type of 
authorization that a cardholder must provide before being 
granted access. In some cases, a fingerprint scan may 
need to occur prior to a card badge which belongs to 
another cardholder. 

With the Enhanced Dual Authorization feature, a site is 
provided with the capability to specify that a Biometric 
Card Type is required prior to access being granted.

Mobile Cardholder Challenge 

Give guards the ability to randomly check a cardholder’s 
details by badging their card against a mobile device: Does 
the cardholder have access to this zone?  
Is the card valid? Are they actually a cardholder?

Reporting 

Have the ability to monitor time-on-site for all visitors, 
employees, and contractor cardholders within a configured 
time zone. Also monitor employee and contractor 
cardholder minimum break periods between shifts and 
accumulated time-on-site across multiple shifts and zones.

Quick Print Labelling  

Reduce administrative burden and typing mistakes by 
quickly and easily printing information straight from 
the Command Centre competency tile to create labels 
displaying cardholder information.

“Thanks to Gallagher’s Tag Board 

Solution we’ve significantly 

improved our previous paper based 

system and reduced our emergency 

evacuations from 30 – 40 minutes 

to under 3.4 minutes.”

Tasmanian Alkaloids, 

Australia

Dynamic Exit Zoning  

One swipe at the start of a journey and cardholders can be 
transported through multiple access zones. Cardholders 
will always be accounted for in Command Centre via the 
vehicle they’re travelling in, without the need to badge at 
each access gate they travel through.

Tag Boards

Location Monitoring 
Know all your employees are accounted for at all times in a 
range of evacuation situations. At a glance get a detailed 
view of all personnel in an area, and quickly and easily 
identify where people are on site.

Tag Board Display Utility 
Always protect and know exactly where your staff are 
located when working in hazardous zones with Command 
Centre’s display screen interface. Ideal for locating exactly 
where people are in unsafe areas.

Mobile Evacuation 
Optimize personnel flow and safety on-site during a drill or 
emergency using Mobile Evacuation. The Access Reader 
feature allows operators to ‘move’ a cardholder into a zone 
from their mobile. Use it at muster points to ‘move’ people 
out of the building allowing you to generate accurate 
evacuation reports.
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TEL: +64 7 838 9800 
EMAIL: security@gallagher.com
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DISCLAIMER: This document gives certain information about 
products and/or services provided by Gallagher Group Limited 
or its related companies (referred to as “Gallagher Group”). The 
information is indicative only and is subject to change without 
notice meaning it may be out of date at any given time.  Although 
every commercially reasonable effort has been taken to ensure the 
quality and accuracy of the information, Gallagher Group makes no 
representation as to its accuracy or completeness and it should 
not be relied on as such. To the extent permitted by law, all express 
or implied, or other representations or warranties in relation to the 
information are expressly excluded. Neither Gallagher Group nor 
any of its directors, employees or other representatives shall be 
responsible for any loss that you may incur, either directly or 
indirectly, arising from any use or decisions based on the 
information provided. Except where stated otherwise, the 
information is subject to copyright owned by Gallagher Group and 
you may not sell it without permission. Gallagher Group is the 
owner of all trademarks reproduced in this information. All 
trademarks which  are not the property of Gallagher Group, are 
acknowledged. Copyright © Gallagher Group Ltd.  All rights 
reserved.
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